TUNGRI Blond, Bitter and Dubbel
TUNGRI is craft beer from the oldest city in Belgium, Tongeren*. These are balanced and easy-drinking beers that are pure in flavour. Brewed
in line with Belgian traditions but with a twist.
TUNGRI beer is only brewed using natural ingredients, has a high yeast content and is bottled unfiltered. This helps keep the aromas at their
best. TUNGRI develops its flavour in the bottle by means of re-fermentation and can be kept for 24 months.
The Blond and Bitter were first brewed in May 2016. The Dubbel was introduced in October. We also focus on the foods that work well with
TUNGRI.
*The name of the beer refers back to the original residents and our logo represents the basilica of Tongeren.
A delicious, refreshing, blond beer (7.5%) with a spicy and slightly fruity aroma.
The flavour is obtained through the choice of yeast and the addition of hops three
times during the brewing process.
b e l g i a n

Style
Belgian strong blond beer but a little bit different. After a little ageing,
there are even hints of a ‘triple’ (strong ale).

b r e w e d

Characteristics
sunny colour (EBC 9), pleasant on the nose, delicate CO2 bubbling and
a sturdy white head. Refreshing flavour with balanced, delicate bitterness.
Degree of bitterness is 24 EBU. Easy to drink. Pretty clear, slightly
cloudier if yeast is poured.

BLOND

Pouring
in 5-7” branded glass or white wine glass.
Combine with
(white) fish, shellfish, white meat, Asian meals.

A deliciously fruity blond beer (7.5%) with a delicate balance between citrus
aromas and hoppy notes. The flavour is obtained via the addition of various hop
varieties during the brewing process.
b e l g i a n

Style
Belgian bitter.

b r e w e d

Characteristics
golden yellow colour (EBC 9), aromatic, light CO2 bubbling and creamy
white head. Citrus/fruity on the nose with balanced and pleasant, hoppy
notes. Degree of bitterness is 35 EBU. Slightly cloudy beer, cloudier if
yeast is poured or the beer is drawn from the vat.

BITTER

Pouring
in 5-7” branded glass or white wine glass.
Combine with
spicy, flavoursome food, burgers, meat from the grill.

A dark brown beer packed with flavour (7.0%) with a slight bitterness and hints of
caramel. Subtle, spicy finish that comes from the variety of hops used.
Style
Belgian ‘dubbel’.
b e l g i a n

Characteristics
dark brown colour (EBC 100), slightly spicy on the nose, delicate CO2
bubbling and a dense white head. Gentle, balanced flavour. Very drinkable.
Degree of bitterness is 23 EBU. Clear beer.

b r e w e d

DUBBEL

Pouring
in 6-9” branded glass or red wine glass.
Combine with
game, red meat and chocolate

Available in
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